Renda.Farm Project is an Exchange project, which focuses on Passive Income on its farms and Stakens, with super appreciation through our very high APR starting with more than 200,000% and being readjusted to the project's disclosure logo, and entry of more The token supply acknowledgment holders among other factors that determined no final percentage, of each TOKEN listed in the FARM menu. We also have the following tools: Transfers, exchanges, purchases and sales of the market, displaying in a clear, transparent way all the usability information of the network, thus being able to be consulted at any time as transactions made in our networks. Our purpose is also for our coin Token RENDA, several projects to help, even more in the security of the RE token, so that it follows in a campaign of projects of growth of the chart. Project is just beginning, with all our projects in our project, with our same, and with our project. Any CEO of any project in the binance smart chain network can use our Exchange and pair with our RENDA token, just look for it via telegram or official email adm@renda.farm

Our objective is passive, to be the most encouraging source of profit and gain networks for our loyal holders and the most participatory in our income to be part of our support team and help the members of our official telegram.
Renda.Farm Great Launch on 04/16/22 Saturday at 16:00

**TOKEN:** RENDA

Contract: 0x2ddbB8a16BD30862234f6E2D1c7d7f8694da7550a

**A NEW EXCHANGE:** Focused on Passive Income and Stakes Always with Payment and Rewards paid in the Same CURRENCY token INCOME

Coming Soon listing CG and CMC
Q1 / 22
*CREATION OF THE RENDA CONTRACT
*Token and Exchange Launch;
*Partnerships, Outreach and AIRDrop;
*Creation and launch of the Exchange website;
*Add 1,000$ of Liquidity and the initial amount;
*Audit of our RENDA contract;

Q2 / 22
*ADD NEW FARMS IN THE FARM EXCHANGE MENU
*Continuity in Partnerships, Disclosure and AIRDrop;
*Request for Listing on Coinmarketcap and CoinGecko;
*List of New Brokers in Telegram Group poll;
Q3 / 22
*CONTINUITY IN PARTNERSHIPS, DISCLOSURE AND AIRDROP
*NFT game creation
*New tools in our Exchange
*Listing in a Great HOTBIT Brokerage.

Q4 / 22
*LAUNCH OF OTHER TOKENS OF OURS LINKED TO OUR EXCHANGE
*Partnerships with other Exchanges
*Launch of our Own Blockchain
*Continuity in Partnerships, Disclosure and AIRDrop.
TOKENOMICS RENDA.FARM

60%

WALLETS LOCKED FOR 1 YEAR

9% Contract Token Fee on Sale, Intended for Advertising.

- 60% INCOME Token: 60% Burnt;
- 5% Project Augmentation and Updates LOCKED;
- 5% Advertising and Future Partnerships LOCKED;
- 5% Registration in new Exchanges like HOTBIT etc;
- 5% System team and developers;
- 5% Add More Tokens to the LP Contract;
- 5% Expenses Physical and support structure;
- 5% Add more tokens in the LP project;
- 4% Airdrop and Promotions;
- 1% Available within LP Agreement Available within Exchange or Pancakeswap for buy and sell

BLOCKED LIQUIDITY
1ST. Step Exchange RENDA buy and sell tokens compatible with the BSC network;

2ND Stage 20 different active farms initially INCOME as a reward;

3RD Stage Stakes of own INCOME currency as a reward RENDA;

4TH In Brief Futures market Renda token and another one of your choice;

5TH Automatic Lottery System;

6TH Slippage fee identification system according to the contract.